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Voices of awareness: Two speakers examine society
Respected minister marched with Martin Luther King
By Jeffrey Niese
Spartan Daily Staff Writs

The Rev. Cecil Williams will speak at an
event sponsored by SJSU’s Institute for
Social Responsibility at 12:30 p.m.,
Wednesday, Feb. 21, in Moths Dailey
Auditorium.
Williams has been a minister of Glide
Memorial United Methodist Church in San
Francisco for the past 30 years.
He has been active in the community as a
minister, television personality, author, lecturer, leader and spokesman for the poor.

"He is very instrumental in the con
ty," said David Hartfield, SJSU alum.
Peter Hadreas, associate director of ISR
said, He (Williams) is a remarkable man.
He walked with Martin Luther King Jr. in the
March on Washington. He is strong in fighting AIDS and passing out condoms."
Hadreas said there are many reasons why
they wanted Williams to speak to SJSU students.
Hartfield said Williams is known for feeding the homeless.
For 10 years the ISR has been a source of
information and training on issues of busi-
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ness ethics and social responsibility. I lie ISR
also provides services for academic, I siness
and civic communities of Nit hem S
California.
ISR does on-site ethical workshops and
training sessions for businesses. They also
provide internships in business, mini-confer- R
ences, a database of nonprofit community
service programs, ethical audits of businesses and other organizations, and an academic
minor at SJSU in values and technology.
Hadreas said Williams will be the last
speaker sponsored by the ISR for this year’s
Black History Month.

Hrahan discusses pnsoner
Spstan Dail) Stall Report

MONTH

Guest
speaker
Noelle
Hrahan from Equal Justice
U.S.A. will speak today from
noon to 2 p.m, in the Student
Union Guadalupe room.
Hrahan’s topic is Mumia
AbuJamal, a former black panther and outspoken journalist
convicted in the 1981 killing of
a Philadelphia police officer.
He is currently on death row
appealing his case to the State

Supreme Court for a new dial
in hopes of turning over his
sentence.
"(Abu:Jamal) is the most celebrated political prisoner in
the United States. said Coble
Harris, a professor of AfricanAmerican studies.
Inconsistencies in the first
trialhave led to Amnesty
International lending its support to get Abuiamal a new
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CNN documents
Electro-Acoustic
music at SJSU

By William Jeske
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Cable News Network correspondent David
George dropped by SJSU to interview SJSU’s music
department’s Brian Belet Monday about his use of a
computer program as a composer’s and teacher’s
tool.
George said he was "surfing the ’Net" when he
happened upon SJSU’s home ’Age and rail about
the music department’s implementation of ElectroAcoustics.
"Electro-Acoustics allows us to cover anything
electrical with music," said Belet, area coordinator
for musk systems.
George said he was covering a story this week
about the Monterey Bay Aquarium for the network’s show "Future Watch" and derided that since
he was in town he’d do a story.
Belet uses a computer program which, ironically,
was progranuned by a computer science friend
from the University of Illinois where he earned his
Pitt fit, KS Psi 1. N11V ItsSPARTAN DAILY
doctorate in music in 1993.
named
Brian Belet, professor of musical arts, plays for a CNN interview for Future featured for his work with a computer application
Belet. uses ImprovisationBuilder to accompany Watch while cameraman Jim Hadder films in the background. Betel is being ImprovisationBuilder which improvizes on notes played into the computer.
his compositions.
"It’s like having another person in a (jazz) jam on the piano’s keyboard. Moment’s later the keys worked with him from 1992 ii Angni 1994. Walker
Get n-gm’ interviewed Belet for about 1, ,rtv minutes.
session who learns what you’re doing and then played a similar composition; a variation of Belees elaborated on some of Nla
Cameraman Jim Iladder and sound man Robert
kind of like artificial intelli- scale.
improvises with it
came up with the idea for a plog1.1111 !hot learns Johnscm broke in every so often to get new camera
gence," Belet said.
Bill Walker of Apple Compiler prc4,franuned from a comicoser’s work and then replays it in real angles and recalibrate the microphones.
Belet brought a computer monitor am! an Apple ImprovisationBuilder and worked toward his doc- time slightly differently.
c :corp. said the Electro-Aconstics segment for
Macintosh hard disk into the music hall and con- torate in computer science at the University of
Junin- Watch" will air sometime in March. The
Walker said he asked tor Bidet’s input throughout
nected the hard disk to a device built into the Illinois with Belet.
the programming prop, t. "les best to ask (those show regularly airs on the West :oast at I2:3t1 p.m.
underside of a grand piano.
Walker got the idea for ImprovisationBuilder who will use your plugt:1111 the mow st, 1,1,11 iii Suimiulays.
set
members
their
two
crew
George
and
As
when lie was working with Elect ro-Acoustics plot ieer deliver a finished product than to wit k
camera and tested lighting, Brief played sonic notes Sal Martirano of the University of Illinois. Walker Walker said.

Sigma Phi Rho wins Step Show ’96
Spartan Daily Staff Report

Cold weather and rumors did not keep
nearly 500 people, mostly students from all
around the area, from attending Step Show
’96 to watch fraternities and sororities battle it
out for first place.
Sigma Phi Rho Fraternity of SJSU captured
the victory over teams from all over
California, including San Francisco, Chico,
and Los Angeles.
Stepping is a form of dance that originated
from African culture and resembles stepping
or marching. Routines can last from eight to
12 minutes.
There were rumors last week that die event,
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which is in its 10th year. would be c anceled.
"It was spread all the way to Fresno, and
even Vegas," said Isaac Terry, member of the
African Step Show Council board and Phi
Beta Sigma. "I don’t know where they came
from."
Teams ranged front two to 15 people. Each
routine was based on originality and precision.
For those who have never seen a step show.
Lloyd Vinson of Phi Beta Sigma at Chico State
said that it is "exciting and unusual."
"You’ll definitely be educated," said Lamar
(Yohan) Vinson of Phi Beta Sigma at Chico
State.

Apple licenses software to Motorola
Spartan Dadt Mall anti Wire Report

Apple Computer Inc., seeking to
revive its stalled licensing strategy
and boost its shrinking market
share, said Monday it has granted
rights to its Macintosh operating
system to Motorola Inc.
The agreement could greatly
reach into
extend the Mac iii ii
China through a point Motorola
venture with that nation’s biggest
electronics count 4111V It ASO IS part
fan APPle di ne i" Tut the development of Mac lit ish software,
Encouraging more Macintosh
software is seen as critical to the
survival of Apple. whit Ii is suffering throng!) a string of financial

and marketing mist la
"Our inten not I to get as many
people around the istild ext mmccl
using (the Macintosh operating
system) as we can," said Gilbert
Amelio, Apple’s new chairman and
chief executive officer.
"Experts have said Apple should
have licensed its Macintosh system
to other users lone ago," said
Patrick Keaton, SJSU professor of
business adnunisu-auon.
"It’s a case of better late than
never."
With Monday’s agreement,
Motorola becomes the largest
company to "clone" Macintoshes.
It also is the first company to win

the right to sublicense the NlacOS,
the program that controls die
Mac’s basic operations.
The move means other manufacturers that buy Motorola boards
and systems the inside workings
make
can
of a computer
machines running the Mac software without having to negotiate
with Apple.
"1 think this is a significant step
became it makes the (licensing)
process more flexible and allows us
to move ahead quickly," Ameho
satipiadr.tati Daily Staff Writer Shane
Lewis and the Associated Press contninited lit thh report.

Presidential shots

Ebola confirmed

Hockey beat Davis

Win one; lose one

Republican presidential
candidates; Sen. Bob Dole,
Lamar Alexander and Pat
Buchanan, took their final
shots against each other
on Monday before the
New Hampshire primary.

A virus that killed 13
villagers in a remote part
of the West African
nation of Gabon has
been confirmed as
Ebola, the World Health
Organization said Monday.

The San Jose State
University Spartan hockey
team beat the UC Davis
Aggies 16-0 on Friday.
The Spartan’s next game
will be at the Ice Centre of
San Jose at 8 p.m.

The SJSU women’s softball team split a
doubleheader Saturday
with Sacramento State
University wining the
first game 4-3, then
losing the second 2-4.
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One was a responsible father and the other an enterpreneur.
They were two people who let all their frustration and stress build up to a fatal conclusion.

Going nowhere fast
By Jeff Niese
ast week two children lost their father. Rick
Edwin Foster was a 38-year-old computer engineer.
And what did he do that led to his death? He
recently divorced his wife, but that isn’t a killing
offense, at least not nowadays.
He was described by some of his friends as being
hot-tempered, but that would not justify his death.
What led to Foster’s death was that he used the freeway to get home.
Foster was shot by David Turturici, 41, after a 20mile chase down Highway 17 that started with a freeway argument in Los Gatos and ended with a .380-caliber hand gun in Capitola.
Turturici isn’t a psychopath or a raving lunatic
he is the co-owner of Bellino restaurant and bar.
Turturici’s sister, Carol Spain, couldn’t believe her
brother was capable of such a thing. She said he was a
model citizen and a loving nian.
As far as police can tell, Foster and Turturici had
never met each other prior to the freeway shooting.
Police do not yet exactly know who cut whom off, or
who flipped whom off or what was done to get
Turturici to shoot Foster over a freeway incident. They
just know that a week ago Turturici, who had never
met Foster before, shot him.
There is more stress on people these days to be
successful than there ever was in the past. When my

father was growing tip in the corn fields of Ohio he
was the only senior in his graduating high school class
to go to college. All his classmates didn’t feel the
unflexible need to be successful or live in the limelight. Most people in that rural Ohio town married
their high school sweet hearts and went to work for
General Motors.
My aunts and uncles in Ohio all live long and relatively happy lives. Most of them go to church on
Sundays and get together every once a while to discuss
each other’s lives and how big the kids are getting.
People are more laid back in in those places. There
isn’t as much pressure on them by society as there is
here in the Silicon Valley.
People here are always in a race.
This is nothing new to SJSU students. Students here
are always running around, getting classes, trying to
graduate on time, working or finding an apartment
or have a hundred other things to do.
Stress and pressure is something that everyone has
to deal with on a regular basis.
Foster and Turturici were not any different thaii
anybody else. One was a responsible father and the
other an entrepreneur. They were two people who let
all their frustration and stress build up to a fatal conclusion.
Turturici is a victim as much as Foster. He lost control over his power to remain calm. He let all his
anger out in an unjustified shooting of an innocent
man.

And
the final
sad
legacy
of this
incident
will
be
the two
children that
will have to
grow up trying
to
understand
their
father’s
death.
Jeffery Niese is
Spartan Daily
Staff
Writer.
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Bet on Buchanan in New Hampshire
backed off even while his opponents try to destroy his
character. He will make the tough decisions. There
will be no difference between candidate Buchanan
and President Buchanan, something this country hasn’t seen since at least Harry S. Truman. He is more
concerned about the country’s welfare than his own
political career. This alone is reason enough to vote
for him.
He is not a career politician. Writer Thomas Sowell
could not have been more right when he wrote that it
is "... precisely the tested and experienced
Washington insiders who have run up our multi-trillion dollar national debt and who can’t keep government running let alone balance the budget.
The other candidates attack Buchanan and parrot
his ideas and for good reason. They are afraid.
Why are they afraid of nationalism and patriotism?
His opponents cry that his politics divide the nation.
Why then has Pat Buchanan steam rolled into New
Hampshire? His message is exactly what Americans
want to hear. If you want to learn more about the Go
Pat Go campaign on the Internet, check out
(http://unow.buchanan.org).

By Ken McNeill

KEN
MCNEILL

had a flat
before
Hetax
having a flat
tax was cool. Some
say he is too far to
the right on social
issues and his economic strategy is too
far to the left. He will
split the party, some say. Even if Pat Buchanan wins
the nomination, he is unelectable.
That’s what they said about Ronald Reagan.
Of the remaining candidates for president, Pat
Buchanan has won my vote. He is the nght choice for
.America;gmuirg.
.
Today in New Hampshire, after the mud has
cleared, Mr. Buchanan will stand the tallest, dispelling the myth perpetuated by his opponents that
he cannot win. Why will he come out on top?
Because his message of putting America first is what
Americans want to hear.
It has been said that to run for president one
needs $25 million just to sit at the table.
Underfunded in comparison to his rivals, Pat
Buchanan continues to gather support. The myth of
big money is a bluff, he said, to intimidate those who
think politics is about money, not ideas.
He has garnered support by putting together an
emotional mix of ideas whose roots run deep in
American history.
Restoring traditional Christian morals through
government legislation. Most notably he would ban
"birth control" abortions which would eliminate
nearly 97 percent of abortions in the U.S.
Trade protectionism through the imposition of

Ken McNeill is a Spartan Daily Columnist.
His column appears every Tuesday.
tariffs against imports from China, Japan and others.
Anti -big business rhetoric opposing companies
who fire people to swell profits.
America- first nationalism. He would tear up freetrade agreements, withdraw from the World Trade
Organization and most other U.N. agencies, and
build a security fence along the U.S./Mexico border.
During his whole public life, Buchanan has held
tough to his convictions. He has never backed off his

opposition to the flood of immigrants, both legal and
illegal, who are damaging this country’s economic
and social infrastructure. In 1993, accounting for
everything government handouts to lost American
jobs
illegal aliens cost this country nearly $13 billion.
He has the courage to oppose the powerful Israeli
lobby while others are afraid to do so, even if opponents tag him with unfounded allegations of racism.
He is not afraid to be unpopular. He has never

Letters to the Editor

A.S. elections are
corning soon
13
and
14,
March
On
Associated Students will hold student elections for next year’s officers and current issues. Most of
you will probably say: "So what?"
Well let me tell you what.
Associated Students is your student government and your student service corporation. Your
$41.00 A.S. fee automatically
makes _you a member of the associauon. This gives you the right and
responsibility to vote in student
elections. For example, over the
past two years a small number of
student voters increased this fee by
$23 more per semester through
several student elections. The current $41.00 AS. fee entitles you to
business services, campus programs, campus recreation, trans-

portation services, child care, a
print shop and other services.
Thirteen student representatives meet every Wednesday at 3
Council
the AS.
p.m. in
Chambers to make decisions for
26,000 students. If you are interested in representing the students for
the next academic year, you must
attend the Candidate Orientation
meeting. on February 22, 1996 in
the A.S. Council Chambers, top
floor of the Student Union.
Directors receive a monetary
stipend of $140 per month and
executives receive of a monetary
stipend of $470 per month.
In addition, students are represented in the Academic Senate by
senators.
The
six
student
Academic Senate of SJSU consists
of faculty, staff, administrators and
students who recommend policy
changes to the university president. Students have played an
active role by recommending
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Assigning Editor
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Opinion Page Editor
Sports Editor
Supervising Editors
Photo Editor
Chief Photographer
Etc. Editor
Etc. Design Editor
Etc. Photo Editor
Sparta Guide Editor
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changes such as an ethnic studies
requirement, student fee reporting and academic renewal.
For the most part, Associated
Students is challenged with very
low voter turnout, apathy, fragmentation and lack of awareness.
Some of our student leaders are
addressing these problems, while
others seek ways for the small
number of voters to decide. Most
of us are not responding at all.
As we move toward the year
2000, you will be asked to contribute more to your education.
One of your contributions will
come by way of you voting on student fee enhancements for services you may or may not want or
need.
Your participation, or lack
thereof, will direct the future and
the value of your education and
your degree at SJSU. So make a
difference, pay attention, get
involved, take responsibility, and
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come out and vote in your student
elections on March 13 and 14!
Marilyn Charell, President
Associated Students

Library funding is
necessary
Thank you for your editorial in
Monday’s Spartan Daily encouraging the campus administration to
focus its future fund raising efforts
on supporting library services and
augmenting its book budget.
However, the paragraph dealing
with the library’s book sales contains statements that are misleading and can be misconstrued. The
library does not sell its "own magazines and books to make up for
the budget cuts."
We receive thousands of books,

magazines, and records each year
from the campus staff, faculty, and
students in addition to donations
from corporations, publishers,
organizations, other libraries, and
the community at large. A large
number of donated books are cataloged for the collection.
The Donations and Sales Unit
in Room 408-412 in Wahlquist
Library North offers more than
30,000 items for sale and material
is arranged by subject categories.
There are separate rooms for mystery/suspense books, juvenile
books, and magazines.
Some materials from notable
donations housed in the unit are
from the library of Dr. 0. C.
the
of
founder
Williams,
Iltunanities Program at SJSU;
from the San Jose Mercury News;
1,000 books and magazines from
and
Geography
the
Studies
Environmental
focusing
Department: and books

Advertising
Advertising Director
Art Director
Retail Manager
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Etc. Manager
Marketing Manager
Downtown Manager
Retail Account Executives
Art
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Executives
Etc. Executives

June Espinosa
Nelson Lopez
Erika Patton
Kristy Barenbrugge
Kerry Burman
Mariah Kunau
Sal Safi
Tom Sufic, Tina Flores.
Javier Zavala
Candido Belmonte,
Sandra Carranza. Michael
Packley, All Yari
Craig Hammond. Chris
Hill
Utile Totakhail.
Arlene Villanueva
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on politics and California issues
from Norman Mineta.
We invite the campus community to visit the Donations and Sales
Unit or stop by our sales table in
the Clark Lobby. Book sales are
held
every
Tuesday
and
Wednesday from 10:00 a.m.-2:00
p.m. Proceeds from the sales are
used to purchase new books, and
we have earned approximately
$10,000 since September 1995.
Thank you for your continuing
support of the University Library.
C. James Schmidt
University Librarian

Opinion Page Policies
All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be,
*put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Eentel Hall, room 909
*faxed to (405)924-3237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor,
School of Journalism and Mass Communications. San
Jose State University, One Washington Square. San Jose.
CA, 95192-0149.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daffy
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must sontain the author’s name.
address, phone number. signature and major.
Editorials are written by. and ars the consensus
of the Spartan Dolly editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and adoenbernents do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Deify. the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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Fantasy and Strategy Club
Open "RI’G gaming.’ 5p.m.lOptii. Student Union,
Pacheco nu. Call 924-7097.
Institute for
Social Responsibility
Rev. Cecil Williams
will speak. 12:30p.m.
Morris 1)ailey Auditorium.
Call 924-4523.

Jks, Daily Calendar
TODAY
Associated Students
Campus Recreation
Promotional event with
San Jose Clash Soccer. 10a.m.2p.m. Art Building, quad.
Call 92441266.
Ballroom Dance Club
Intermediate Chia-Chia lessons,
and open dancing. 7:30p.m.9:30p.m. Event Center,
Aerobics mi. Call 924-SPIN.
Bulwer-Lytton
English Club
Meeting, with entertainnient
and refreshments. 3p.ni4p.iii.
Faculty Offices, rm. 213.
Call 436-7471.
Career Center
"Marketing Your Engineering
Degree." 1230p.m.
Engineering Bldg., Pizzeria
Grande, 4th St.Call 924-6033.

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Ongoing book sale (donations welcome). 10aan.2p.m. Wahlquist Library,
nii. 408 and Clark Library,
lobby. Call 924-2705.

School of Art and Design
Student gallery exhibits:
Bob Moran, painting.
Sam Richardson’s class.
Debbie Dague, painting.
Gary Tolomei, mixed media.
Beth Bresnan & Kyoko
Fischer, [Minting and printmaking. Six various artists,
fiberworks.1 I a.m.-4p.m.
(reception 6p.111.-8p.m.) Art
Bldg. Call 924-4330.

Lutheran Student Fellowship
Bible study, and brown hag
!Lindh I 2nooti-1:30p.m.
Student Union, Montaho nu.
Call 924-8031.
Lutheran Student Fellowship
Evening Bible study. 7pan.8p.m. First 1.11111C11111 Cluirch,
374 S. Third St. Call 292-8031.

School of Art and Design
Tuesday Night Lecture Series,
with Nance O’Banion, "Art as
Autobiography." 6:30p.niRp.m. Art Bldg., Rm, 133.
Call 924-4328.

Ohana O’Hawaii
General meeung. 7p.m.-9p.m.
Student Union, Multicultural
Center, Call 924-8758.

Student California
TeachersAaaociation (SCIA)
Election of officers and board
members 12noon-I pan.
Sweeney Hall, rm. 332.
Call 924-3738.

Physics Club
General snorting. 3p.m,
Science Bldg., nit. 239.
Call 924-52.
Political Science
Department
Washingfon Center internship
program. 2:30p,m.-4p.m.
Student Union, Pacheco rm.
Call 9243552.

1Marnen’s Resource Center
Open meeting. 1 I a.m.12:30p.m. Women’s Resource
Center,AduUnistration Bldg.,
Rm. 21’7. Call W24-6500.

Career Center
On-Campus Interview
orientation. 12:30p.m.
Student Union, Almaden rm.
Call 924-6033.
Career Center
Interviews preparation for
teachers.
Student Union, Unitudium
rrn.C.aIl 924-6033.

ReEntry Advisory
Program (REAP)
Brawn bag hutch, with
Student Fit crucial Aid luirl
Services. 12noon-1:30p.m.
Student Union, Pruiiecti an.
Call 924-5950.

WEDNESDAY
Asian Student
Support Group
General Meeting. 2:30p.m.4p.m. Aclininistra not
nu. 201. Call 924-5910.

Cireulo Hispimico
Meeting, and tutoring and
conversations in Spanish.
2p.m.-3p.m. Student Union,
Caseation) not, Call 732-8024,
College Republicans
Meeting. lp.m. Strident
Union, Pacheco nu.
Call 924-8488.

Asian Student Union
"Li011 Ehillte." 12r toon- I p.m.
Surdent Union, amphitheater.
Call 293-812.3.

Delta Zeta
"Pizza Night." (women only,
please) /p.m. Meet at Delta
Zeta house, 148 S. 11th St.
Call 292-6349.
,

Bulwer-Lytton
English Club
Meeting, with entertainment
and refreshments. 12:30p.m.
Faculty Offices, rm. 104.
Call 456-1471.

Improvised Music Studies
Marisseiti workshop. (one non
credit, registration still open)
i’7p.m.-9:30p.iii.Mrisic Bldg.,
rm. 186. Call 9’24-1675.

Cimipus Democrats
Weekly meeting. 4p.m.
Student Union, N1ontalvo
nn. Cali 364-1243.

Re Entry Advisory
Program (REAP)
Eyeful arhnsu twognusi.
Sp tn.-7p.m. Student Union,
third floor lobby.
Call 924-5950.
School of Art and Design
Student gallery exhibits:
Bob Moran, painting.
Sam Richardson’s class.
Debbie Dagne, painting.
Gary Tolomet, mixed media.
Beth Bresnan & Kyoko
Fischer, painting and printirraking..Six various attiess,
ftberweirWlstaMApIii.
(reception 6p.m,-8p.ra..) Art
Bldg, Call 924-4350.

Career Center
23(11)11.1.
Co-Op
Student Union. :Unladen rm.
Can 92443035.

EMS (90.1)
Staff meeting for the
campus radio station.
5:30p.m. thigh Gillis I fall,
rm. 118. Call 9244547.

Sparta Odder It
free and ovnitnnie
to students, escutrv
& staff moor-intro:IL
ne.adlille Is 5pm
1540 ttt–rs btfone
pub/nation. Pormo
available at 14151-1
544 borivo nay
be edited to allow
for space rcltrle

Career Center
Interviewing for Success."
Er.:101.sin. Student Union.
Costancran sin. Call 924-6053.

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
4:-.)ngoing Book Sale (dome
titans welsorne).10
WL4N, RM. 4(l8 arid Clark
Library, lobby. Call 924-270r,.
Pre-Optometry Club
’New members nierth lg. !ipso.
rru 311.
Science
Cali 924-4846.

Concert Choir
Chou- needs .tenors and altos.
Apply 9a.m.-19:30a.m.
Music Bldg, Choral. Activities
office. Call 924-4352.

dons

’Arrow’ still No. 1 but Oscar group moves up
(AP)
LOS ANGELES
"Broken Arrow" captured the No.
1 spot at the box office for the second straight weekend, while last
week’s Oscar nominations gave a
boost to such contenders as
and
"Sense
and
"Babe"
Sensibility."
According to industry sources
Monday, "Babe" took in an estimated $500,000 over the four-day
President’s Day weekend, compared to $202,000 for the previous
three-day weekend. The film about
a beloved pig received seven
Academy Award nominations last

PARIS

Tuesday, including for best pic"Sense and Sensibility,"
ture.
another best picture candidate
with seven nominations, grossed
an estimated $3.7 million, compared to last weekend’s $2.4 million.
Other Oscar contenders fared
well: "Leaving Las Vegas" grossed
$3.7 million for eighth place and

"Dead Man Walking" earned $3.6
million for tenth place. The No. 1
Olin, "Broken Arrow," earned an
estimated $13.9 million. It was followed by a tie between two debuting films, each with $10.6 million:
"Happy Gilmore," a golf comedy
starring Adam Sandler, and
"Muppet Treasure Island," starring
Kermit the Frog and Miss Piggy
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PEOPLE
Movie dreams, Roseanne’s beams, and George
Man of steel likes celluloid
NEW YOFU( (AP) - Look! Up at the big screen:
It’s a bird. It’s a plane. It’s television’s hunk-of-steel
Dean Cain winging his way to movie stardom.
That’s where the Man of Steel would like to be,
and will be, Cain said in the Feb. 16 issue of
Entertainment Weekly.
"Every day there’s a new (script), twice a week
there’s a new deal," Cain told the magazine,
adding that he has passed on many a weak story
already. "Why make a dog? I don’t need the money
that badly.’
The magazine said Cain earns $30,000 to
$60,000 per "Lois & Clark’ episode.
Although the 29-year-old Princeton graduate is
very much in the public eye, he prefers the more
cerebral end of the business: writing.
ABC has already aired two of his "Lois & Clark"
scripts and let him write, direct and star in an interview special last summer.
"Going to Princeton has benefited me because I
can write," Cain said. "And (that) really, really, really makes ins’ career different from most actors’."

Jacko’s host gets busted by Rio police
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil (AP) - A special
police unit arrested a reputed drug lord who
played host to Michael Jackson and Spike Lee
when they shot a music video in a Rio slum.
The 24-member police unit arrested Marcio
Arnaro de Oliveira on Sunday in the 13,000-resident slum, the Jornal do Brasil newspaper reported.
Jackson and Lee came to Dona Marta on Feb. 11
to tape a video sequence for Jackson’s song about
poverty, "They Don’t Care About Us."
Rio politicians complained that the project drew
bad publicity. Police fumed over reports that the
film crew paid the slum’s kingpin to provide security.
Lee admitted that producers paid "somebody"
for permission to film in Dona Marta, but said he
didn’t know if that somebody was a drug trafficker.
The slum leader denied being paid by the
Americans.

Roseanne gets taste of NewYorker
NEW YORK (AP) - Roseanne, the queen of
crass, a contributor to The New Yorkerr It’s no
joke.
Two writers at the highbrow magazine quit in
protest over the comedian’s involvement in The
New Yorker’s new "Women’s Issue," which
Roseanne helped design.
A magazine spokeswoman was quick to stress
that Editor Tina Brown called all the shots for the
200-page issue, which hit newsstands Monday.
Roseanne’s contribution was to attend two days
of West Coast meetings at which she urged Brown
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to imlude nontraditional women writers. The sitcom star also posed for Annie Leibovitz with her
bare-bottomed infant son.
"No, Roseanne was not an editor in the textual
sense," wntes James Wolcott, the magazine’s television writer. ’But she has the eye of an editor in her
ability to pluck one good idea out of a pale of so-so
ones and connect it to larger shifts in society."
Wolcott dismisses critics who say that the "semicolons our forefathers had died for were being sacrificed in a bonfire of cheap celebrity.’
"The resistance to Roseanne is often a sort of
rhetorical class warfare carried on under the guise
of Good Taste," Wolcott writes. "It’s the last refuge
of a snob."

Simpson may kiss the Blarney stone
NEW YORK (AP) -0J. Simpson may be eyeing
Ireland as a place to get away from it all.
Representatives for the football star said real
estate dealers in County Kerry are searching for a
seaside estate for Simpson, according to Monday’s
New York Post.
U.S. and California officials suspect Simpson
may be trying to shelter his cash in case he loses
two wrongful-death lawsuits, the Post said.

Sheen says he should have taken time
LOS ANGELES (Al’) - "Wall Street" star
Charlie Sheen says he is divorcing his wife of nearly
six months, model Donna Peele, because he was
suffocating and "had to come up for air.’
In an interview scheduled to air Monday and
Tuesday, the actor told "Entertainment Tonight"
that he married the wrong person and really wasn’t
ready to get hitched anyway.
"I couldn’t breathe. I like breathing too much. I
had to come up for air," he said.
Sheen, 30, who wed Peele on Sept. 3 after a
whirlwind, six-week courtship, said he should have
taken more time to get to know her.

George slept around it seems
ALBANY, N.Y (AP) - Father of his country? To
judge by roadside historical markers, George
Washington’s true claim to fame is sleeping
around.
"George Washington slept here" signs planted
outside Colonial-era buildings are so common in
Eastern states it’s become a common punch line
for dubious historical claims. Seemingly, never has
one man gained so much recognition for laying his
head on a pillow.
Take New York, where Washington fought much
of the Revolutionary War and was sworn in as president. Dozens of markers boast historic snoozes in a Long Island tavern, a Manhattan mansion, a
Hudson Valley army camp.
Maybe Washington couldn’t tell a lie, but what
about all these signs?

Area 51 gives real town
touch of science fiction
RACHEL, NCV. (AP) - If E.T. is
ever looking for a place to phone
home, or searching for a route
back to his extraterrestrial kin, this
blip of a town may be just the ticket.
Long a mecca for people who
believe we are not alone, Rachel is
now the anchor for Nevada’s
newest tourist attraction - the
Extraterrestrial Highway. It’s even
going to get official state highway
signs.
Folks here are convinced there
are alien visitors just over the
mountains to the south, at a topsecret government base known as
Area 51 or Groom Lake.
"I think there are people and
machines from other planets over
there," Pat Travis said as she
scrubbed breakfast dishes at the
Little A’Le’Inn - think "alien" -
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the focal point of this hamlet of
100 people. "I think our government is working in conjunction
with them."
"I don’t doubt for a minute that
there are extraterrestrials," added
an
amateur
Clark,
Chuck
astronomer who has written a
guidebook on the area. "To think
we’re the only life in the universe
is ludicrous."
Area 51 is veiled in mystery. The
heavily guarded, isolated base 85
miles north of Las Vegas is where
the government has tested some of
its most exotic aircraft, including
the U-2, SR-71 Blackbird and F117A stealth fighter, and is now
believed to be flying Aurora,
apparently a new reconnaisance
plane.
Officially, the military won’t
even acknowledge the base exists.
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Uniformed Marines and Air Force
personnel drive through. and
some stop at the Little A’Le’Inn
for breakfast.
"I have never had anybody who
works at Area 51 tell us anything,"
Travis said. "We’ve had some of
them get pretty drunk and they
still don’t tell anything."
While the federal government
wishes everyone would go away,
the
Nevada
Transportation
Department recently named a 92mile stretch of desolate state route
375 the Extraterrestrial Highway. It
plans to put up four signs at a cost
of 53,300.
Gov. Bob Miller quipped that
some of the signs should be placed
flat on the ground "so aliens can
land there." The governor said the
designation shows Nevada has a
sense of humor.
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Ebola virus killing again in West African nation
Bleeding disease
has no treatment,
no cure
GENEVA tAP) A virus that killed 13
villagers in a remote part of the West
African nation of Gabon has been confirmed as Ebola, the World Health
Organization said Monday.
Thirteen people have died of the disease this month, seven more are infected
and seven more are under surveillance as
possible cases, the U.N. agency said.
The most recent death was a timonthold baby.

capital, Libreville.
Nineteen of the cases were taken to the
nearest hospital at Makokou, 95 miles
from the village, on Feb. 5 and 6, with
high fever, bloody diarrhea and severely
reddened eyes. The average age of the
patients was 18.
Nine died in the hospital, others were
discharged and went home to die.
No medical staffers have been registered as having contracted the disease,
though WHO warned some may have
been exposed to the virus and may be
infected. The incubation period for Ebola
is between two and 21 days.
An international team of medical
experts arrived in Mayibout on Friday. A
small field laboratory has been set up in

’Me other 12 people who died are
believed to have contracted the disease
after eating meat front a chimpanzee
found dead in the forest, WHO said.
Ebola causes internal and external
bleeding, and is spread through bodily fluids. It kills up to 80 percent of those infected. There is no treatment and no cure.
The outbreak in Gabon, a nation of 1.2
million people, is the third time the disease has struck the African continent in a
year. Last spring, it infected 316 people in
Zaire and killed 245. A single case of Ebola
was confirmed in the Ivory Coast in
December.
All 20 confirmed cases in Gabon conic
from Mayibout, an isolated village of
about 150 people, 250 miles east of the

Mayibout to test blood samples from pen
pie suspected of having contracted the
virus.
The medical team is investigating
rumors of possible Ebola cases in two
neighboring villages. Several people in
those villages accompanied infected people to the Makokou hospital and returned
with their dead to bury them.
The team is also searching in Makokou
for 10 people there who accompanied
Ebola sufferers to the hospital.
The team will also be checking animal
life in the area for signs of the disease. A
number of dead animals, including a
chimpanzee, a wild cat, an antelope and
two gorillas, have been found.
has
government
Gabonese
The

launched a public information campaign
to advise its people on how to protect
themselves from Ebola.
They’ve been warned not to touch animals found dead in forest, to avoid killing
and eating animals that behave strangely,
to alert officials in case of any fever, to
cover hands when attending to the sick or
the dead, and never to touch the blood of
a sick person.
"With the precautions taken ... it is
hoped that the spread of the epidemic will
be minimized," WHO’s divison of emerging diseases in Geneva said in a statement.
A French aid agency in Gabon, La
Cooperation Francaise, has supplied
drugs, transport and protection material
after a request from the Gabonese.

Candidates make final run Muslims must wait extra day
in New Hampshire primary before ending month-long fast
CONCORD. N.11. (AP) With
Sen. Bob Dole claiming only he
can unite the party, Lamar
Alexander scoffing at Dole as a
weakened
figure
and
Pat
Buchanan saying he’s got them all
scared. Republican presidential
candidates took their final shots
Monday
before
the
New
Hampshire primary.
"Senator Dole’s guys are saying
today, ’We’re going to win it ugly.’
Isn’t that an indictment, quite
frankly, of what’s going on in
Washington," Buchanan said on
ABC’s "Good Morning America."
Alexander, running as a self-proclaimed Washington outsider, targeted Dole, too, as the three leaders elbowed for room at the top
with polls showing them bunched
together ahead of today’s voting.
"Bob Dole is ducking interviews.
He’s running negative ads. He
doesn’t have one single idea about
how to lead us into the next century,"
the
former
Education
Secretary said as he made the
rounds of morning talk shows.
Dole admitted Monday that he
got one of his campaign ideas
from Buchanan, who has been
ridiculing Dole for stealing his
populist themes,
"I didn’t realize that jobs and
trade and what makes America
work would become a big issue in
the last few days of this campaign,"
Dole
said,
acknowledging
Buchaman-setthe agenda in New
Hamp,lia.t..11.,ksatd lie-was glad
Buchanan brought it up because,
"We believe in trade. We believe in
jobs."
Dole made his remarks in
Rochester where he visited

TAKE A BREATHER

Late polls show
Dole has edge

Cabletron Systems, a company that
relies on exports and would "go
out of business" under Buchanan’s
restrictive trade policies, Dole said.
Dole was the only major GOP
candidate who didn’t appear this
morning on the network TV talk
shows, although failed GOP hopeful Phil Gramm showed up on
NBC to tout his weekend endorsement of Dole.
Dole campaign spokesman
Nelson Warfield, speaking Monday
outside a Rochester computer
component plant that Dole
toured, explained, "We’re taking
our message one-on-one directly to
the voters.
Gramm called Dole, "the only
candidate that has any chance of
bringing economic conservatives
and social conservatives together
to create a united party."
Buchanan, Gramm said, would
only divide. "I think his views on
trade are so radical and would be
so disastrous to the country that
there’s no way that mainstream
economic conservatives would support him."
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., who
withdrew from the race when he
ran out of money, also endorsed
Dole Monday, saying he disagreed
with Buchanan on trade and felt
Alexander was playing both side:
of the abortion issue.
Alexander, who calls himself
"pro-life," "has successfully doubletalked this issue throughout the
entire campaign," Specter said in a
telephone interview with The
Associated Press.
Publisher Steve Forbes, trailing
badly in fourth place in most polls,
used a sports analogy to push his
message that he can’t be counted

ASTHMA AND ALLERGY
SUFFERERS

out. "I’m convinced we’ll build
support as we go...1 think it’s
gonna go into extra innings,"
Forbes said on CBS "This
Morning."
Dole sounded pessimistic early
Sunday, but by evening in Exeter,
he said he was "on the verge of
something great," and that the primary will begin the end of the
Clinton presidency.
"I smell victory in the air," he
said.
Buchanan told a supporter at
his campaign headquarters in
Manchester Monday, I’m a little
nervous."
When another supporter predicted a big Buchanan victory the
candidate said, "If we can get
something like that here, we will
go all the way. They will not stop
Us."
The balloting begins at 6 a.m.
today, but the GOP rivals already
are looking beyond this first primary to the crowded nominating calendar that will follow and to the
Nov. 5 election against President
Clinton.
Of the eight campaigning
Republicans, late polls showed the
top three bunched, with the edge
still to Dole, the Senate majority
leader and now-shaken front-runner. But Alexander and Buchanan
were so close behind as to be statistically tied with him in some surveys.
Forbes campaigned doggedly
ahead, in person and on television.
the self-financed wonder of the
campaign only a month ago, now
slipping behind the leaders. "Every
campaign has its ups and downs,"
said Forbes.
In a paid TV appearance Sunday
night, the magazine publisher said
he will be in the race to the end,
and "in a general election, I’ll be
able to beat" Clinton.
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MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) Muslims
thronged
markets to buy last-minute gifts and cakes and
scanned a cloudy sky, but failed to spot the crescent
moon signaling the end of the fasting month of
Ramadan.
Religious scholars in Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Kuwait
and Bahrain announced that the three-day Eid alFitr holiday would therefore begin today. It would
have started Monday if the moon had been spotted.
Opposition groups in Bahrain have called for a
boycott of the holiday to
protest against a police
crackdown on weeks of antigovernment unrest. They
urged Muslims to cut purchases to "absolute necessities," but there was little
sign of support.
Stores in central Manama, the capital, were
crowded Sunday, and shoppers stocked up on
cakes, dates and other holiday delicacies in markets. They also bought gifts for friends and relatives.
In Egypt, last-minute shoppers were three-deep
at a Cairo butcher’s shop as they snapped up
kebabs, legs of lamb and chickens. The government laid in extra stocks of flour and cooking-gas
cylinders to cope with holiday demand.
Nearly every store in Egypt, even those run by
the 10 percent Christian minority, displayed an
elaborate holiday lantern known as a farious, often
decorated with multicolored glass panes.
The Egyptian government announced it would
release 2,000 prisoners in a holiday amnesty. It also
is studying the possible release of some Muslim militants who have "repented"
but it has provided

Ramadan a time
of abstention
and purifcation

Bosnian Serb general breaks promise
stands up NATO commanders
President Milosevic had pledged his support for talks
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina
(AP) A Bosnian Serb general
broke a promise to meet Monday
with NATO commanders and
Muslim and Croat generals, who
waited for hours before negotiating without him on a U.S. warship
in the Adriatic Sea.
Angry NATO officials said the
Serbs would have to explain why
(hey were violating the Bosnia
peace accord. Hours earlier in
Rome,
President
Slobodan
ilosevic of Serbia had promised
that the Serbs, who have severed
contact with NATO and Muslim
and Croat officials, would return to
such talks.
The no-show proved once again
how difficult it is to get Bosnian
Serbs to comply with a peace
accord they did not want; Milosevic
represented them at the Dayton
peace talks that produced the pact.
"I can assure you that his political masters wanted him here,* U.S.
Adm. Leighton Smith, commander
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Ramadan is a time of abstention and purification
for Muslims, who are forbidden to eat, drink,
smoke or have sexual intercourse between sunrise
and sunset for the entire month.
Ramadan celebrates the month in which God
revealed the Koran, Islam’s holy book, to the
prophet Mohammed. Muslims believe God
requires them to fast to learn patience and rise
above their physical needs.
Ramadan began on Jan.
21 for most of the world’s 1
billion Muslims who largely
inhabit a broad arc that
begins in northwest Africa,
sweeps through the Arab
countries, Turkey, Iran, the
Indian subcontinent and
most populous
reaches as far as Indonesia the
Muslim country.
But in an echo of doctrinal disputes that date
back more than a millennium, all Muslims don’t
break their fast at the same time.
Most countries have their own moon-sighting
religious committees that meet to hear the testimony of citizens who claim they saw the lunar crescent.
But from one country to another, Muslims can disagree on what criteria to use and how far to mix
ancient and modern.
Egypt uses a combination of modern methods
and eyewitness reports.
Earlier, Cairo’s National Astronomical Center
had correctly predicted that the feast would begin
today.
Saudi Arabia, home of the holiest Islamic
shiines, relies on the traditional eyewitness reports.

of NATO troops in Bosnia, said
aboard the aircraft carrier USS
George Washington after Gen.
Zdravko Tolimir failed to arrive. ’It
is unconscionable that he is not
here. It is just not very smart."
Carl Bildt, the senior civilian official for the peace accord, said a
"few interesting days" lay ahead, in
which the Serbs will show whether
they are interested in peace.
The Bosnian Serbs had no comment on Tolimir’s boycott of the
meeting.
Tolimir, deputy commander of
the Bosnian Serb army, did not
show up at Sarajevo airport by
noon, when talks were supposed to
have started on board the U.S. warshr
U.S. Navy C-2 plane took the
commander of the Muslim-led government army, Gen. Rasim Delic,
Bosnian Croat Maj. Gen. Zivko
Budimir and Lt. Gen. Sir Michael
Walker, commander of NATO
ground troops in Bosnia, to the
Adriatic, where talks with Smith
and Bildt went ahead without
Tolimir.
Milosevic and the self-styled
Bosnian Serb prime minister,
Rajko Kasagic, had said in Rome
that the Bosnian Serbs would go
back to talks, severed after the government arrested two Bosnian
Serb officers and handed them

over for questioning to the U.N.
war crimes tribunal in The Hague,
Netherlands.
The two men have no way to
force these pledges upon Bosnian
Serb leaders.
Similarly, Milosevic and Kasagic
agreed in Rome to the unification
of Sarajevo, scheduled by March
19, and in comments to Yugoslav
media urged Serbs to stay in five
districts that must be transferred to
the government.
Bosnian Serb leader Radovan
Karadzic, an indicted war criminal,
said Serbs have no choice but to
flee. Hundreds did so over the
weekend in the first exodus organized by Serb authorities, panicking after international mediators
moved up the phased transfer of
Serb districts.
On Sunday, American troops,
backed by tanks and helicopter
gunships, forced Bosnian Serb
tanks and armored vehicles to
abandon front-line positions held
in violation of the peace accord.
"Time to go, boys," U.S. soldiers
told the Serb commanders of a
mechanized brigade in northern
Bosnia, according to NATO
spokesman
Maj.
Herve
Gourmelon.
The operation was part of a
crackdown by the NATO-led peace
force on unregistered weapons.
The Bosnian peace accord requires
warring parties to remove or register any heavy weapons.
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wanted
Access Magazine is looking for
contributors for the Spring 1996 issue.
Submit portfolios to DBH Room 213 by
Wednesday, February 21 by Noon.
With your entries, please attach your name, phone number
and best times when you can be reached.
For more information, call 924-3260.
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San Jose State University

Aggies provide
tune-up game

Sports Focus
Results
For Feb. 17-20
Men’s Tennis
Spartans (0-5) are
shutout by Southern
Methodist and Northern
Arizona.6-0,7-0, on
Saturday

46
We decided that we would try using a
trapping defense during the second period that
would utilize our defensive lines.

Women’s Tennis
The Spartans beat
Southern Utah 7-0 on
Monday at Pleasanton,
Calif.

Ron Glasow
SJSU hockey team coach

Robot, pow,

By Paul Matarangas

VICOn0 Ruelas
%en?? Oa( 3 in
Sunday’s 1.0

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

has against
Sacramento
Stole

Schedule
For Feb. 20-25

Baseball
SJSU vs. Cal State
Hayward on
Tuesday, 1 p.m. at Muni
Stadium.
SJSU at CS Sacramento,
Friday,2 p.m., Muni
Stadium.
Men’s Basketball
SJSU at UC Santa
Barbara,Thursday at
7:30 p.m.
SJSU at Longbeach
University, Saturday at
Women’s Basketball
SJSU at CS Fullerton.
Friday,7:30 p.m.
SJSU vs. UC Irvine at the
Event Center,Sunday,2
p.m.
Women’s Swimming
SJSU in Big West
Championship, FridaySunday at Long Beach,
Calif.
Women’s Tennis
SJSU at Saint Mary’s
Tuesday, 2 p.m.
Men’s Tennis
Spartans at UNLV,
Friday. Las Vegas.
Spartans at New
Mexico State, Saturday,
Las Vegas.
Men’s Gymnastics
SJSUat Stanford,
Saturday, 7:30 p.m.,
Stanford gym.

Women’s Gymnastics
SJSUat UC Santa
Barbara, Friday, 7:30
p.m.

SPARTAN DAILY

Photo by Chieko Asimura -Spartan Daily
SJSU’s Todd Dissly missed a back shot during the singles match with North Arizona on Saturday.

Spartans miss again
Women’s team blanks
Southern Utah 7-0
Spa. us Daily MAT Report

The SJSU men’s tennis team
missed another chance to add a
win to its 0-5 record as it lost
matches to both Southern
Methodist and Northern Arizona
on Saturday.
The Spartans lost all six singles
matches in a row to SMU. The
match coming from
closest
SJSU’s Steve Reilly, who lost 6-4,
6-3.
Orion Weihe also stayed close
throughout his match, losing 6-3,
6-3.

No doubles matches were
played.
Following its loss to SNI1J, the
lost to Northern Arizona in
six ’Angles matches and two doubles matches.
SJSU ’s Ryan Sellschop played
one of the games best singles
matches narrowly losing to NA’s
David Robles 7-6, 6-4.
Women
The SJSU women’s tennis
team blanked Southern Utah 7-0
in a non-conference match
Monday.
SJSU, 2-3 on the season, had
outstanding perform:int es an sin-

gles
matches
from
Mary
Tourtlotte who defeated SUU’s
Jill Butler, 7-6, 6-3, and Amy
Bankston, who handed SUU’s
Kelli Saibara a loss, 64,6-1.
In doubles play, the Spartan
team of Tourtlotte-Staci Holmes
defeated SUU’s Vining-Manning
8-2, and SJSU’s doubles team
Heather Klien-Nicole Caviglia
defeated SUU’s Amy Hall and
Tiffany Bullock, 8-3.
Southern Utah’s record stands
at 0-1.
The women’s tennis team will face
Notre Dame and Belmont this
Thursday at Spartan Count at
3 p.m.

The UC Davis Aggies provided nothing more than a mere
tune-up game Friday night for a
rolling Spartan hockey team
that is on a winning streak.
The Spartans, preparing for
their trip to Florida to compete
in the American Collegiate
Hockey Association tournament, barely broke a sweat
handing the Aggies a 16-0 shutout loss.
In the first period, the
Spartans skated circles around
a young and inexperienced
Aggies scoring 7 goals, putting
the game out of reach before it
had hardy begun.
SJSU forward Joel Jenkins
started the Spartan scoring
frenzy getting an unassisted
goal a little more than three
minutes into the game.
The rest of the Spartan
offense took Jenkins’ example
and unleashed 19 first-period
shots averaging one goal about
every three Minutes.
Brent Raulhaber led the
Spartans scoring attack in the
first period getting both of his
goals on assists from Eric
Russel.
With a comfortable 7-0 lead
entering t the second period,
SJSU coach Ron Glasow said he
decided to take a defensive
approach.
lAre decided that we would
try using a trapping defense
during the second period that
would utilize Our defensive
lines," Glasow said.
The "trapping defense" is a
strategy the Spartans are still
trying to perfect.

Glasow has the defenders
play up near the opposition’s
blue line while the forwards
avoid forechecking and try to
trap the opposition’s defenders
in the corners.
The
trapping
defense
seemed to work as the Spartans
only allowed four shots in the
second period as opposed to
ten in the first.
However, it is hard to get an
accurate feel for just how good
the defense works as SJSU
goalie Chris Heathman continues to be a force in the crease
for the Spartans.
In two periods, Heathman
had the puck fired at him sixteen times with none getting
past him
"Chris really makes our
defense look good," said team
president, Mike Bruins. "It is
really a luxury to have an outstanding goal keeper."
Even with Glasow’s team concentrating solely on defense, it
was still able to fire two goals
past
the
Agg,ie
goal
keeper/coach Jeff Harper.
"Jeff Harper is the key to that
team," Glasow said. "If he stays
with that team for two more
years, they will be a team to
reckon with. He has the capability to turn that program
around."
Neil Liston was able to score
three of the seven third-period
goals and the defense stayed
the course and kept the Aggies
offense completely out of sync.
The Spartans will pay two home
ganuis at 8 PM this Friday and
Saturday night at the Ice Centre of
San Jose.

Softball team splits
doubleheader
Sparta. Daily Staff Report

The SJSU women’s softball
team split a doubleheader
Saturday with Sacramento State
University winning the first
game 4-3, then losing the second 2-4.
In the first game. Spartan
centerfielder Pat Martinez went
3-for-4 and scored three times
including the game-winning
run on a wild pitch in the bottom of the eighth. Victoria
Ruelas also went 3-for-4 with 1
RBI.
In game two, Sacramento
State, now 2-2, built an early

lead, scoring two runs in the
first inning.
SJSU got on the score board
in the second inning when
shortstop Maya Garcia tripled,
scoring a run.
Megan Ryan followed with a
RBI
single
bringing
the
Spartans to within one run of
the Hornets.
Sacramento’s Tatni Blunt
shut the SJSU offense down for
the remainder of the game
earning her first win of the seaSon.

The Spartans are now 4-4 in
season play.
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Finley influenced baseball with fervent spirit
CHICAGO (AP) - Charlie 0.
Finley, the ornery and outrageous
baseball owner whose Oakland
Athletics won three straight World
Series championships in the 1970s,
died Monday. He was 77.
Finley died in Northwestern
Memorial Hospital of heart and
vascular disease.
Finley, who lived on a farm in
LaPorte, Ind., had been hospitalized for two weeks, according to
hospital
spokeswoman
Lauri
Sanders. She said he had been
troubled by heart disease for years.
His sons, Martin and David,
along with their wives, were at his
side when he died.
After purchasing the A’s in 1960
when they played in Kansas City,

Finley immediately became known
for his flamboyance, a trait that
lasted until he sold the team in
1981. Finley also owned the NHL’s
expansion Oakland Seals and the
Memphis
franchise
of
the
American Basketball Association.
In Kansas City, Finley named a
mule after himself, calling it
Charlie 0., and made it the team
mascot. He put a sheep pasture on
a hill overlooking the outfield decorating the sheep green and
gold in club colors - and had
baseballs delivered to the umpire
behind home plate by a mechanical rabbit that popped out of the
ground.
He also had water and cookies
delivered to the umpires during

the fifth-inning break; the cookies
were homemade by A’s employee
Debbie Fields, who turned the
chocolate chip recipe into the
"Mrs. Fields" empire. One of his
other young employees was batboy
Stanley Burrell, who entertained
players in the clubhouse with his
dancing; he became rap star M.C.
Hammer.
Later, Finley tried to convince
the establishment to use orange.
colored baseballs, which were tried
briefly in exhibitions, attempted to
speed up games by reducing walks
to three balls and hired track star
Herb Washington as a "designated
runner."
While those innovations never
were adopted, two of his ideas have

become standards of the game the designated hitter and night
games at the World Series.
Finley also introduced flashy
uniforms to the game, getting away
from the traditional home whites
and road grays. He dressed his A’s
in what he called "wedding-gown"
white, had his mustached players
wear white shoes arid muted and
matched their green-and-gold jerseys and pants. His coaches wore
white hats while the players wore
colored ones.
In Kansas City, he pulled in the
right field fence for home-run hitters, calling it "a pennant porch."
It wasn’t until he moved the franchise to Oakland for the 1968 season, however, that the A’s began

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified columns el the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

CAMPUS CLUBS
JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CUE.
Enjoy narneg about Irish, Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
culture. For more information,
call Kelly at (408)927-7925.

TRAVEL
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
State Hayward’s Bangkok summer Quarter / discover Thailand
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic
credit. June 17 to August 6.
Info: Julie Clark, 510-885-3538.

SPORTS /THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1.510-634-7575.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FAST FUN:RAMER Raise $500 rift
days-Greeks, Camps, CUe, motivated
individuals. Fast, easy- No financial
obligation. 1-800-862-1492 at 33.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-6559225.

COMPUTERS ETC,
$S WE PAY TOP CASH $5
"For Oki/Used Computer
Memory & CPUs.
We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800-808-8356.

AUTOS FOR SALE
MITSUBISHI ECLJPSE GS ’90 Atio,
5sp, 74k. pw,p1, ps, as. cc, stereo,
alarm. $7250. Mo. 510-441-255&

FOR SALE
NOT AN UNFRIENDLY COMPUTER
Olympia Startype Typewriter
New born baby condition!
Uses letter quality whisperdisc
printwheels. 40 character display.
12000 character storage
even when unplugged by MTV.
500 character multiline correction
with no mess tape.
Heavy-duty, GE washer tough.
Can be interfaced to a computer.
Extras included. A total giveaway
at $400 o.b.o. Call Christopher 0
1-510-226-7800 x 235.

EMPLOYMENT
SANDWICH MAKERS
58.00/hour to start.
Sourdough Eatery
Tues./Wed./Thur./Fri. Days
Apply iS 848 N. Rrst St. San kee.

winning consistently.
But with the winning I dine a
reputation for light -listed management that led to frequent fights
with his players. In turn, the players often fought with each other
and earned the reputation as "the
Feudin’ A’s.’
With Finley serving as his own
general manager, the A’s signed
some of the best young talent in
the game, including pitchers Jim
Hunter and John Odom - persuading them to use the nicknames "Catfish" and "Blue Moon"
to make them more marketable.
He also brought in Reggie Jackson
and Sal Bando, who became the
cornerstone sluggers of his championship teams.

FOR RENT
2 BDRM. APARIIVIENT S800/MO.
Security type hulking
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
LARGE 2 BEDROOM, 2 full baths
apartment. 2 blocks from school.
$825/mo. Secured underground
parking is available. Will not last!
Call 378-1409.
S.HAREQ-11-011-5111-Gi
VALLEY FAIR Close to 280/880.
Deluxe, huge apt, own room a
bath. Fireplace, deck, full kitchen.
Mature individual. $485. dep..
1/2 utilities Peter 408/246-2790.
ROOM FOR RENT near Alameda
& Taylor. Young iliale, non-smoki
or, no drugs, to share house with
three males, two disabled. $200
per month, equal share utilities,
plus 10 hours a week assisting
disabled. References required.
Cell Carl 275-8484.

onships. They defeated Cincinnati
in 1972, the Mets in 1973 and the
Los Angeles Dodgers in 1974.
The A’s also won AL West titles
in 1971 and 1975, losing in the
playoffs to Baluinore and Boston.
At the height of the Athletics’
domination, they went 98-64 and
drew 1,075,518 fans to the
Oakland Coliseum in 1975. By
1979, however, their record had
dipped to 54108 and their attendance was a nearly invisible
306,763.
In 1981, Finley sold the team to
the Levi-Strauss company and
returned to his him in Indaana.

Phone: 924-3277 U FAX: 924-3282
TEACHER: Cupertino Montessori
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD
School needs Class/Daycare asst.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE!
(10:30-6:30/2:30.6:30) Elemt.
Interested in arts/ent. for SJSU? age. Benefits. Call 255-3770.
Accepting applications for office
staff S, director positions. Apply
BEN & JERRY’S
at A.S. Office, Student Union,
Ice Cream Parlor
Room 360, Ph. 9246240.
Now hiring manager
& assistant manager
SWIM INSTRUCTORS/SUMMER 98
for San Jose Location.
WSI, CPR, FA. LG req. Please
Call (310) 5461717
send resume & cert. to: West
Fax
resume (310)546-1597.
Coast Aquatics / Ann: JEN
PO Bac 110307, Campbell 9E011
TEACHER: Before it After School
Program, F/T. Paid medical,
ADVERTISING SALES
for English/Spanish Newspaper. dental & vacation. ECE or Rec.
Little experience OK, will train. units required. Resume to:
Car required. 20% commission Frederick Ferrer, Gai Gardner
paid daily. Flex hours available. Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE.
Call John at 436-7850.

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
and rewarding job? Become a
teacher or a subsitute for our
school -age day care program.
These are great positions for
students. Most teacher positions
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute
positions are perfect for those
who have only one or two afternoons available. Units in ECE,
Rec, Psy, Soc. or Ed are required.
Please call Small World Schools
at 408-3793200 ext 21.
P/T BOOKKEEPER/CLERICAL
position for Contracting Co. In
Shoreline Golf Unks-NOW HIRING Campbell. Flexible hours.Call
Looking for a fun job in a beautiful 408-369-1898.
setting? Shoreline Golf Links is
the place for yeti. Heigh Pro shop,
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
Driving range, & Snack bar area’s. FT/PT positions with infants,
Call now for info: 415903-6133. toddlers, preschool & school age.
Great advancement and growth
AUTOCAD Level 12/13 Operator/ opperturity. Good benefits. ’,rimed.
Designer. High purity gas facilities openings. ECE exper. preferred.
design & installation. Piping draw- Call Action Day Nurseries.
ings, schematics, field verification,
408.996-1437.
as-builts. Part-time school year,
full time other. Contact & get
S40,000/YR INCOME
resume to Dick Sillan, 924-3928. potential. Home Typists/PC
Mailbox Big. 491. Lease message. users. Toll Free 1-800-8989778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
GREAT PAY, FLEXIBLE HOURS.
10 to 40 hours per week. Counters
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
& drivers needed. Got a sense
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
of humor? if so, come on down.
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Pizza A GoGo 117 E. San Carlos.
Too many benefits to list!
Day, Swing Crave Shifts, F/T & P/T.
COMPUTER TECHS - TANDEM Cal cr aptly n pawl. McniStin 7-7.
Software Development Support - 406286-5880. 5550 Maiden Aw.
Requires hands-on Unix & Sun
Men San Cabs and Parlenoor,
work station experience. Develop
tehed the Cad and Patty Stole.
tools for program developers.
Emulation Configuration/Tcdsmith - FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR.
Develop debug & support new FT & PT positions avail, in busy
emulation control scripts. Create whole foods restaurant. All shifts
functional emulation configura- avail. Rex. Is. 57./hr to start. Apply
tions. Translate S, write Verilog ei person. 1314 So. Mary Ai.e, SVale.
modules. Must have Unix & ’C’
programming experience (Verilog CERTIFIED AEROBICS Instructors
desired)& know Sun workstations. wanted to teach aerobics classes
’Both positions: Part-time school for Associated Students Campus
year, full-time other. Top Pay! Recreation on SJSU campus. Call
Contact & get resume to Dick Jodi at 924-6217.
Sillan, 924-3928. Mailbox Eng.
491, leave message.
YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
FT/PT Wear-age childcare (6. ECE)
HOUSE CLEANING PART-TIME preferred. M.F, 2-6 flex. Looking
Flexible, 1 block from campus. for fun creative people who are
408-298-9669.
willing to make a difference.
Summer opportunity also availJOBS JOBS JOBS
BorgiWarner Protective Service able (childcare, camp, aquatics).
For more information, call Marie
FLEXIBLE HOURS
at 408-370-1877.
FT/PT/Weekends only
$749
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
Unanned security officers
Elem. school-age recreation prog.,
Prestigious client sites
P/T from 2-6pm. M-F during the
Medical Benefits
school year, turns into F/T (or P/T)
Training/Uniforms provided
during sum, camp prog. Xint. sal.
Military experience a plus
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not mat
1-800-385-9419
school year? Call for summer emor apply in person
591W. Hamilton@ Sal Tomas Exp. ployment-lifeguards, camp leaders).
Campbell, CA (408) 378.9760
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace. DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
Our 129 year-old publishing comBARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED pany, Southwestern, is looking to
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. select 8-10 students from SJSU
Students needed n the knmediate to work in our summer program.
area. Full-time/part-time openings. Average profit from summer work:
Call today 1-415-968-9933. $5,766. For interview information
International Bartenders School. call (408)241-9903.

COCKTAIL WAITRESSES NEEDED
for new classy Asian Nightclub.
Excellent tips. Weekend / evening
shifts. Call James at 7297829.
S35,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R2236 for details.
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS! HIRING
NOW! 5 P/T PR & PROMO jobs
earning $10 hr. to 5400/week.
Jobs filled on a first come basis.
call 408.2498446.

ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate
Asian couples need your help
to conceive. Can you help?
Ages 21-30, healthy and
KITCHEN Clean-up helper needed responsible. Generous stipend
T-Th/6:30-8pm. F/12:30-2prn. Lv. and expenses paid. Please call
name& ph. #@ 2927333, Ekrabeth. WWFC 1-510-820-9495.

BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
Part-time, am/pm shifts, flexible mailing our curculars. For info call
hours. Serving Downtown Sankse
1-301-3061207.
inner City Express. Apply in person.
22 West Saint John, San Jose.
SERVICES
WORK P/T VrITH DISABLED ADULTS
evenings & weekends in their own PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
homes. $ 7.21 /hr. Call Greater accepting students who wish to
Opportunities at 248-4464. Live-in excel in playing gutter or bass. All
also available.
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
P/T CAR PREP/DRIVER
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
You will keep our cars shipshape Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
washing, vacuuming decking fluids Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
and driving. Positions are now
available at our San Jose Airport
COCHRELL’S
location. We otter flexible sched- PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
ules in a fast -paced, friendly
Member of Professional
environment. Candidates must be Association of Resume Writers,
a least 18 (with college credits)
Reasonable Rates.
and possess a good driving
(408) 356-6782.
record. Please apply in person
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
with your DMV printout at:
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
subject. Why suffer and get poor
1350 N. First Street (LeBanan Hotel) grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
San Jose, California
college teacher) assists with
(408)452-1100.
research & writing. Tutorial also
COLLEGE STUDENT -To DO" LIST avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
_Register for class _Roommate Convenient Peninsula location.
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy Dissertation/thesis specialist.
books _ *FIND A JOB!!" _Strike Samples & references available.
up a conversation with that nice Chinese & other langs. spoken.
looks* person I met at registration. Foreigners welcome! Call today
*We can’t help you with every- for free phone consultation:
thing but we may be able to help (415) 525-0505...ask for Daniel.
you with a job.
Would you like a position that IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
wil complinent your class schedule? Assistance with Visas and Green
Positions available throughout San Cards, Reasonable Rates. Call
tee, Santa Clara, Fromm( & Milpitas. Tamara Dewy- 415-267-7267.
VANGUARD
WRMNO HELP. Fast professional
SECURITY SERVICES
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Apply Nif 8am-5pm,
Essays. letters, application
3212 Scott BNd. Santa Clara
statements, proposals, reports,
corner Scott/San Tomas.
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
CRIMEPREVENTIONNFOFMATION
Healthy males, 1934 years old.
1-900-622-COPS
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Personal Safety
Contact California Cryobank
Home security
415-324-1900, Mb, 8-5pm.
Vehicle security
Child safety
TELEMARKETING
Consumer assist
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
information
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
51.70 min. (9-mm maxi
18
yrs.
/
Touch tone phone
Near Light Rail, Transit
THE COP-LINE. Morgan Hill, CA.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow,
Bus. Phi, 408-6835723.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
408.4940200
Downtown
Campbell
406364-2700
Office positions also available.

WANTED

WORD PROCESSING

WANTED 100 STUDENTS.
Lose 6100 lbs. New metabolism
breakthrough. I lost 15 lbs. in 3
weeks. R.N. assisted program.
Guaranteed results. $35.00 cost
Free gift. 18006660841.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for Masterson’s Word Processing.
live-in companion. Call after 4pm. Cal Paul cr Virginia 409.251-0449
3703604.
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
Resumes "Term Papers
HEALTH & BEAUTY
’Letters ’Tape Transcriptions
20 years experience
MEN & WOMEN
Low Rates!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
408/297-3341.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perma- AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED
nently remove your Lnwanted haw. Prefassionai Word Processing!
Back - Chest Lip- Bikini- Chin - Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
Tummy etc. Students & faculty Group Projects, Resumes, Letters.
receive 15% discount. First appt. lanuscrpts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-96. HP Laser II. All formats. sPeerafilirg
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E. in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell. grammatical editing. Free disk
storage. All work guaranteed!
(408) 379-3500.
Worry free. dependable and prompt
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR? service. To avoid disappointment,
Electrolysis is the answer!! call now to reserve your time!
I remove hair from any where Call PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm).
on your body, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment.
THE PERFECT PAPER
’Resumes
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
"Research Papers
1190 Lincialn, San Jose, 4339093.
"Manuscripts. etc.
MonSat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
Al Students Receive 2(55 Discount Worked with SJSU Students S,
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
’runaround. 10 minutes from SJSU.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
Unwanted hair removed forever.
from 8arn-6pm@ 14081937-0373.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

Print your ad here.

FREE MONEY For Your Education!
Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
408-261-8676.
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can help. Private money.
No pay back For details, call
510-632-0835 or 510-471-8667

Certain advertisements In
these coturms may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information
Classified readers should be
rerninded that, when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods cc services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all flmss
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.
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After this 116th day, rate Increases by $1 per day.
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3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Special student rates available for these

Address
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Phone
Send check or maney order to

Spartan Daily Classtads
San Jose State. University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bernie) Hall Room 209
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Rates for consecutive publicaticris dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (406) 924-3277
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CALL MARCIA 2669448
Word Processing Servos/Fax
Editing/Format Specialist for
Tenn Papers/Projects/Resume_s
APA Turablan MLA
Grammar. Sentence Structure
Nursing/Soc. Wcrii/English/History
International Students Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus.
TUTORING
EXPERIENCED TUTOR
Grad Student will tutor Physics.
Chemistry, Math and Computer
Science. First session is free.
Call Steve: 4089859192.
INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Canipus Insurance Swam
Special Student Programs
Servng SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
"Goad Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’ "Family Murticar"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATIONAI
so open Saturdays 9-2.
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PROFF_SSIONAL Word Processing
Theses. term papers, group
projects, resumes, mini crmscro
cassette transcriptim. All formats.
Fax available. Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda 408-264-4504.

SCHOLARSHIPS
51.000 SlUDENT SCHOLARSI4PS!
$1,000 scholarships and various
awards sponsored by Packagng
Industry! Enroll rt Packagirg for
eligibility. Scholarships available fir
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
receive 5 or more job offers.
Starting salaries from 530k..
For details, contact Cr. Jorge
Marcondes Packaging Program
Coordinator at 408/924-3210.
IS 207 or CCB 200.

REAL ESTATE
GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

Finley’s Athletics were the last
team to win three straight champi-
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"Lost Si Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community
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City proud of residents Storm soaks Bay Area,
working to stop violence snarls Highway 17 traffic
EAST PALO ALIO (AP) Jennifer Jackson
remembers striving through town a few years ago, listening to news about fighting in the Middle East that
turned neighborhoods into battlefields.
"I thought. ’How do they live like that?’ Then I
heard gunshots and said to myself, The same way you
do,* she said.
But Jack.son doesn’t hear gunfire as often any more
in East Palo Alto, which three years ago gained the
unenviable distinction of being America’s murder
capital.
The city of 24,000 people had 42 homicides in
1992, giving it the nation’s highest per capita rate. It
had only six in 1993, eight in 1994 and six last year.
Shootings, robberies and car thefts also are down
sharply.
More police officers on
the streets and a commitment from residents to fight
drugs and violence are credited for the dramatic change.
While East Palo Alto still has
serious problems particularly high unemployment
and a weak economic base
people who live there
take pride in the safer, cleaner streets and mood of optimism.
"I think it was the united
efforts of a lot of people." said Jackson, who was one
of a group of mothers who drove drug dealers out of
a park five years ago, "Basically we all want the best
for the community and our children."
East Palo Alto’s fight against crime is on residents’
minds these days. A federal grant that let San Mateo

apart."
Four years ago, East Palo Alto did seem to be
falling apart. Because it sits on U.S. Highway 101 and
the western end of the Dumbarton Bridge across San
Francisco Bay, it became a drive-through drug mart.
For several years, homicides held steady, peaking at
22. But escalating violence erupted into war between
nval drug gangs in 1992.
That year’s 42 homicides were the equivalent of
175 deaths per 100,000 residents.
By comparison, Oakland’s 174 slayings gave it 46
deaths per 100.000.
People were afraid just to be on the street. recalled
Priya Haji, co-founder of the Freest Last substanceabuse prevention program.
Before the organization’s founding in 1993, Haji
was a Stanford University
student who came to East
Palo Alto to hand out
bleach and condoms.
"I used to ride the
bus here every day," she
said. "I remember the fear
people had, just riding on
the bus. People used to tell
Jennifer Jackson use ... ’Be careful, be care
East Palo Alto resident fill.’"
Then, agreements
with
the
sheriff and
California Highway Patrol
and neighboring cities more than doubled the 37 officers the city had on the streets.
The City Council, which had a reputation for
infighting and lack of leadership, started clean-up,
added lights and made plans for housing and economic development.

I think it was the united efforts
of a lot of people. Basically we all
want the best for the communtiy
and our children.

Last respects paid to Brown
LOS AN( ;EI,ES
(AP)
Friends, forme’ colleagues and
political supporters of Edmund G.
"Pat" Brown crowded into a small
chapel Monday to pay their last
respects to the former California
governor.
Brown’s son, former Gov. Jerry
Brown, warmly greeted more than
200 people who attended the viewing but did not address the gathering. Brown’s daughter, former
state Treasurer Kathleen Brown,

also attended.
"I have a sneaking suspicion my
father will soon be working on the
divine infrastructure," Kathleen
Brown joked after the event. "My
father was a man for whom politics
was ... honorable."
"He touched so many lives and
helped so many people," said
Brown’s widow, Bernice.
Brown died Friday at his Beverly
Hills home after a long illness. He
was 90.

Mourners filed past his open
casket, part of it draped with a
California flag, in the chapel at
Pierce Brothers Mortuary in
Westwood Village. At the end of
the visitation, more than 120 people sat for a brief service.
"He had such incredible enthusiasm for life and love for people
and for living. We thought he was
immortal," said Tricia Kelly Carlin,
one of Brown’s 10 grandchildren.
In a choked voice, Carlin said

Iraq oil-for-food talks end: Negotiator
says Iraq not ready to start trading
$4 billion in frozen assets
complicated meetings
L.N I FED NATIONS (AP)
hap and U.N. negotiators ended
two weeks of oil-for-food talks
Monday, and the chief U.N. negotiator said he was not prepared to
recommend allowing Iraq to
resume badly needed oil exports.
Hans Corell, head of the U.N.
team, said the talks were complicated by many technical issues.
There was no word on when and
where any subsequent talks might
take place.
Still blocking any deal was Iraq’s
demand that $4 billion in foreign
assets frozen after it invaded
Kuwait in 1990 be transferred to a
.N. -administered
account,
sources said.
The two sides met Sunday for a
10th day of talks on a U.N. offer to

allow Iraq to sell oil to buy food
and medicine, which are in short
supply after 5 1/2 years of international sanctions.
The Security Council imposed
the sanctions after Iraq invaded
Kuwait, setting off the Gulf War. It
refuses to lift the sanctions until it
is satisfied that Iraq has dismantled
its programs to build nuclear,
chemical and biological weapons.
Last April, the council offered to
let Iraq sell $1 billion worth of oil
every 90 days to buy food and
medicine. Sonic funds would be
used to pay war reparations to
Kuwait and finance U.N. monitoring operations in Iraq.
Iraq has rejected the offer, saying that U.N.-controlled oil sales
and food and medicine distribution would violate its sovereignty,
Some U.N. members fear Iraq will
buy arms if the oil earnings are not
carefully monitored.

Sources close to the talks, speaking on condition of anonymity.
said that the two sides have ten tatively agreed that Iraqi civilians
drawn from all sectors of society
would distribute the food and
medicine.
U.N. monitors would ensure
that all Iraqis received their fair
share.
The sources said Iraq had not
ruled out allowing non-governmental organizations such as the
Red Cross to play a role. Iraq ii tially balked at that idea.
The United States and other key
members of the Security Council
have insisted that Iraq accept the
limited sales plan without significant changes.
Iraq has said it wants to resume
oil sales as soon as possible. At current prices, it would need to sell
about 760,000 barrels per day to
raise $1 billion in 90 days.

Blizzard grips Netherlands, Northern Europe
AMSTERDAM,
Netherlands
(AP) A severe snowstorm froze
northern Europeans in their
tracks Monday, catching unprepared Dutch by surprise and
prompting Danes to take to the
snow-buried streets on skis.
In the Netherlands, where heavy
snowfall is rare, highway crews
lacked equipment to keep roads
clear. Slippery roads and poor visibility led to more than 500 road
accidents, killing two people and
injuring dozens more.
National Police Service Agency
spokesman Hans de Vreugd
described the situation as an
"absolute mess."
To the north in Denmark,
where snow is a part of life, the
blizzard was serious enough to
catch motorists by surprise, forcing
more than a thousand to abandon
their cars on a highway on the
Jutland peninsula, north of the
German border.
The motorists were advised by
radio to walk to highway exits,
where buses took them to nearby
schools for shelter.
Snow was so heavy in some parts
of Denmark that only army vehicles with caterpillar treads could

make their way through to assist
police and ambulances, Danish
radio said.
Danish television reported some
6 feet of snow had fallen in western Denmark between Sunday
afternoon and this morning. It was
continuing Monday.
Some Danes took it all in stride,
and were seen skiing down the
streets of Aarhus, Kolding and
Vefie.
North across the Baltic Sea,
heavy snow in southern Sweden
blocked railroad tracks. stranding
some people for hours, Swedish
media
reported.
In
the
Netherlands, the blizzard was considered the worst since 1985.

The hardest-hit areas were the
northern provinces of Groningen
and Friesland, where more than 4
inches of snow fell overnight with
temperatures around 28 degrees
Fahrenheit.
The snowstorm came during an
unusually cold winter in the
Netherlands, where canals were
beginning to thaw after being
frozen for weeks in January and
February
Royal
Dutch
Meteorology
Institute spokesman Harry Bakker
said the winter has entered the
Top 20 chart for the coldest of this
century.
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City’s Vietnamese New Year
celebration marred by conflict
Tensions may have culminated in arson
WESTMINSTER, Calif. (AP) A city festival celebrating Tet, the Vietnamese new year, has been
marred by protests from rival festival organizers and
Little Saigon merchants, and may have resulted in
arson.
As Vietnamese this week began observing their
most important holiday with prayer, gifts and feasts,
authorities said Monday they are investigating a warehouse arson blaze and two other weekend fires for
possible connections to disputes that have arisen from
an upcoming Tet festival in Little Saigon.
Sixty firefighters responded about 9:20 p.m.
Sunday to a fire at the paper storage facility of
Westminster Press, a printing plant that produces
Asian newspapers. The warehouse was destroyed.
"We have at this time determined the fire to be
arson that is incendiary in nature," Battalion Chief
Kevin Brame of the Orange County Fire Authority
said Monday. "Somebody purposely set this fire. We
do have evidence of an accelerant of some sort on the
property."
Soon after that blaze, firefighters quickly contained
two smaller fires a block away, one at another paper
storage building and the other in a trash bin.
"A lot is going on in that community, and with the
Tet festival going on, there was some suspicion that
the fires could be related," fire Capt. Dan Young said.
But the arson might also have been caused by transients trying to stay warm, Young said.

Authorities didn’t immediately know why the paper
storage facilities were targeted, but both are located
within a block from where the first-ever city-sponsored weekend Tet festival begins Friday.
That event has been the subject of complaints by
merchants along Bolsa Avenue, who became angry at
the city’s plans to close parts of the street for the festivities.
Many of the merchants have packed Westminster
City Council meetings recently, telling officials that
the closures will hurt their businesses on the avenue,
the tourist district’s major thoroughfare. On
Wednesday, a judge will hear arguments for an injunction the merchants are seeking to move the festival or
reduce the duration of the street closure.
"The city doesn’t care," said Thanh Tong, who
owns a beauty supply shop on Bolsa.
Councilman Tony Lam has suggested someone
who tried to set his restaurant on fire last week may
have done so because of Lam’s backing of the city festival.
City officials say money raised during the festival
will be used to promote Little Saigon as a tourist
mecca and allege that the merchants’ efforts are
being encouraged by backers of a rival festival.
That festival, also set for this weekend a mile away
in Garden Grove, is being organized by the
Vietnamese Community of Southern California. The
organization, a service agency for Vietnamese immigrants, has accused the city of trying to dampen their
festival.
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ENTER TO WIN ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE FOR TWO!
One movie for two people, every week fore year PLUS 104 Light Rail Adult Daly Passes.
See theatre for details No purchase necessary.

CONVENIENCE &
ACCESSIBILITY

MAXIMUM
COMFORT
3,400 Seats in
Magnificent Auditoriums
Comfortable Rocker Chairs
with Cupholder Armrests
Plenty of Leg Room

$20

Summit because of heavy snow
and numerous spinouts. Traffic
on the highway between Reno,
Nev., and Sacramento was crowded as skiers headed home from
Lake Tahoe resorts after the
three-day weekend.
The weather service said up to
18 inches of snow fell along the
Sierra crest Monday. Wind gusts
of up to 100 mph were reported
over the ridges.
Because of the unsettled
weather and heavy snow, an
avalanche warning was issued for
the Sierra backcountry from
Yuba Pass to Sonora Pass.
In San Francisco, winds gusting to 40 mph were reported at
the Golden Gate Bridge. The
inclenient weather also caused
delays of up to two hours for
some flights at San Francisco
International Airport.

Thursday it may pose a greater
danger," said Dave Underwood
of the Felton Fire Protection
District in Santa Cruz County.
As many as 4 inches of rain fell
in parts of the Santa Cruz
Mountains during a 24-hour
period Sunday and Monday, the
weather service said.
Highway 17, the main thoroughfare from San Jose across
the coastal range to Santa Cruz,
was closed several times Monday
as Caltrans crews removed
downed trees and scooped away
mud and rock slides.
State Highway 12 in Solano
County was closed because of
flooding, the California Highway
Patrol reported.
To the east in the Sierra
Nevada, Caltrans reported that
traffic was held for a time on
Interstate 80 near the Donner

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Heavy downpours and gusty
winds accompanied the latest
round of winter storms to sock
Northern California.
Flash flood watches were
issued by the National Weather
Service Monday for San Mateo.
Clara,
Santa
Cruz,
Santa
Monterey, San Benito and San
Luis Obispo Counties.
Winter storm warnings were
posted in the Sierra Nevada, and
a snow advisory was issued for
Shasta-Siskiyou
Mount
die
region and northeast California.
Two homes were evacuated in
the Santa Cruz Mountains after
the foundation under one home
started crumbling. If the home
slides, it could damage another
home below it.
"If the rains continue like
through
they’re
predicting
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